Mergers, Acquisitions, & Valuations
Workshop: Growth Strategies for MSPs
How Valuable Am I?
Objectives

- Identify key business, technical, and operational changes you can make to drastically improve the business valuation of your managed services practice.

- This exercise will be useful for any MSP of any size, regardless of what your near or long term plans are.

- These changes are relatively easy to make and should pose no significant challenge to any MSP operator/owner.

- Even if you are unsure of what you want to do in the future, implementing these concepts will make your MSP practice more valuable, more appealing to your clients, more desirable to your employees, and more envious to your colleagues.
4 Types of Companies

1. Looking for Funding
2. Looking for Acquisitions
3. Looking to Merge
4. Looking to Sell
Chances are...

- A majority of the IT solution providers will fit into at least one of these categories
- You can be in any one of these categories
- You can even be in multiple categories at the same time
- The important point is no matter which category you're in...improving your company valuation is very important to obtaining your objectives
SO YOU'RE TELLING ME

THERE'S A CHANCE
LET'S BEGIN!
RUN YOUR BUSINESS AS IF IT WERE FOR SALE

– Don't wait until you want to sell/raise capital/merge to get your business in shape

– Running the business like it was under constant inspection is a good business practice

– There should be no difference between a company for sale and a company operating normally. The daily operations should be the same!

– Always be in sale mode!
THE LOOK YOU GET ON YOUR FACE

WHEN EVERYTHING BALANCES IN ALL YOUR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS.
Keep Good Financials

- Many small MSPs don't have access to professional financial advice
- Having a bookkeeper is not enough
- Consider an outsourced CFO service
- You need financial expertise while you focus on doing what you do best
- Financial data is just as important as technical data
Bottom Line

– Don't be afraid to show a little net income...in fact, the more the better

– Investors/buyers/partners do not look favorably on razor thin margins...even if done on purpose

– Your ability to raise capital or command a good cash component during a sale or investment round will be critically tied to your net income/EBITDA

– It's best to have a few years of trending data, not just profitability for the last few months
UP TO DATE DOCUMENTATION

NOW THERE IS SOMETHING I HAVEN'T SEEN IN A LONG TIME.
Documentation

– No matter how small or big you are, documentation should be ingrained in your corporate culture
– It’s not enough to practice it, you must write it down
– Documentation will help you

• Train new employees
• Discipline existing employees
• Demonstrate your capabilities to clients and prospects
• Optimize your service delivery process
I FIND YOUR LACK OF DOCUMENTATION

DISTURBING
FINALLY MY CONTRACT IN STAR WARS

IS DEAD
SLAs Matter

– SLAs are very important to the valuation of your practice
– The longer the term the better
– Assignable agreements are a plus
– Helps demonstrate you have your house in order
– Month to month have value, but only if you can demonstrate a decent trend
I noticed you don't safely remove hardware.

I too like to live dangerously.
How to deal with hardware

Hardware can be important for your MSP practice, but there are some key things you should do to avoid problems in the future:

- Separate hardware from other offerings
- Hardware as a Service might be an effective tool instead of traditional hardware sales
- Consider selling hardware only to existing clients or those who will be buying a managed services contract
- Beware of the tax implications of your hardware sales, especially when mixing them with services in the same invoice
ONE DOES SIMPLY NOT JUST
IGNORE BRAND MANAGEMENT
Build your brand

- It's not just advertising and event sponsoring
- Building your brand beyond your existing clients
- Become subject matter experts and get the word out!
  - Newspapers
  - Magazines
  - TV
  - Radio
- Hire a PR firm or do it yourself, but do it!
- Social networking sites
- Local business clubs
- Vertical market groups
Conclusions

– There are many opportunities for MSPs in the next 5-10 years; make sure you are prepared to take advantage of them

– Always be prepared to discuss a strategic transaction with another party; better to turn it down for another reason other than you weren't prepared!

– For those MSPs who intend to stay around, improving your valuation now will prepare you to stay in front of the pack, not behind
Questions?

Charles@mspalliance.com
@charlesweaverjd
Rate This Session!

Everyone loves feedback! Log into our MSPWorld app and rate this session. We would love to hear what you have to say!